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OVERHEARD@ISU

We’ve all been walking on campus and overheard the most bizarre conversations between students, right? Overheard at ISU is a Facebook page where students can post the absurd things they hear around campus and share it with their peers. For a good laugh, read the top thirteen quotes we’ve taken from their page.

Katie Lynn
Guy in Udcc to his guy friend: “So I was like, I’m not feeling you up if you don’t feel me up.”

Lizzie Jane Wallis
Guy outside of the Library, “So I texted him and I was like, dude, where is my phone?”

Brandon Shearer
Half of a phone conversation: “I want it. Will it make me eat people’s faces?.../then it’s fine.”

Kirstie Sargent
HRI 101—An old professor said while a pop-up came up on his computer, “I always get Viagra pop-ups, which I really don’t need to be advertised to me.”

Lissy Pixley
Two elderly men in the hallway of Gilman:
1: “Well, I used to know quite a few women back in the day.”
2: “Yeah, it’s too bad some of them don’t sound like they’re looking too good anymore.”
1: “Well, being dead will do that to a person.”

Miranda Buseman
Physics 111: “Just so you know, I usually post the homework answer keys somewhere between my first and second scotch on Friday nights.”

Katie Weber
Grandma after seeing a picture of Cy at graduation: “Aw, look an Angry Bird!”

David Phillips
Speech 212: “Speech is like a STD: you don’t want to give one.”

Zac Cancel
Drunk fellow in line in front of me at Kum & Go is buying cosmic brownies when he turns around to face me. Drunk fellow: “Dude, Little Debbie is SUCH a whore!”
Me: “...Huh?”
Drunk fellow: “Yeah man. She has satisfied sooo many guys.”

Cody Cojack Jackson
Econ 102: “Hawkeye vodka is an inferior good... then again everything Hawkeye is inferior.”

Eden Brierly
Walking across the crosswalk [near Jeff’s pizza] I look to my right and see a guy with something under his shirt. He proceeds to pull a telephone out from underneath his shirt and says, “Totally, just stole this from Jeff’s.” My thoughts: How in the heck did he manage that, it was attached to the wall?!

Natalie Renee Jensen
Last Week in Larch hallway: “...yeah I heard that this drunk guy in Friley broke the sink searching for the chamber of secrets.”

Meredith Pulsford
HIST 201: My professor— “Admit it. We all want a minion. Who doesn’t want a little person following them?”
Music gets people of all cultures moving and grooving, and music in the bedroom will do anything but kill the mood. No matter what your taste is, play these tunes to add a dash of spice to your sex life.

**Sex on Fire by Kings of Leon:**
This track is for the passionate and lustful sex. As the title suggests, the fast pace of this song adds extra fuel to you and your lover’s heated sexual inferno. Shove everything off the table, stare into each other’s pleasure-hungry eyes and take it to the next level while you fulfill your deep burning desire.

**Pony by Ginuwine:**
Pony is all about getting down and dirty. As Ginuwine says, “If you’re horny, let’s do it, ride it, my pony.” A bit of a smooth slow jam, so take this song and let your body flow to the rhythm of the beat. Strap in, grab on to what you can and enjoy the ride.

**Push It by Salt-N-Pepa:**
You’ve got to love this song, after all, it tells you exactly what to do. Don’t just push it—push it real good. The high tempo and deliberate lyrics will keep you thrusting until all you hear is, “Ooh baby, baby!”

**Too Close by Next:**
‘This catchy tune will get the gentlemen, ‘up and going!’ Ladies take this seductive—and not surprisingly accurate—song and have your man lay back and enjoy. You’ll be able to tell if you’re getting him going. It’s good for something spontaneous or after a long day.

**Justify my Love by Madonna:**
You can feel the beat of this song deep, deep down. This classic, captivating track is as hot as it gets. Men, show your woman what she really means to you. Give her goose bumps, ravish her, and kiss her head to toe. Make love—it’ll be worth it.

**S&M by Rihanna:**
It’s time to get kinky and freaky, but don’t forget a safe word. Whether you’re tied to the bed, pinned down on the ground, or enjoy the pain while you’re getting your hair pulled, this track is sure to summon the twisted side in you. Dominate or submit. Be the boss with some S&M.

**Pornstar Dancing by My Darkest Days:**
Right off the bat, this song hits hard. Naughty girls and bad boys: this is your arena to get rough. Don’t play nice to this hardcore jam—it’s time to get mean and aggressive so don’t just have sex, fuck each other!

**Crash into Me by the Dave Matthews Band:**
The relaxing and blissful melody makes this song something to cherish. Whether it’s a lazy day or you’re feeling sensual and gentle, you’ll be fond of this one. Take time to explore each other and get lost in the beautiful moment. We recommend leaving it on repeat.

**Love in this Club by Usher:**
One. Night. Only. Get really close to someone you’ve just had the pleasure of meeting and allow Usher to show you the ropes. Whether you’re doing it in the backseat of your car, out in public or in the shower, press play and resist no longer. He wants it, she wants it, so go get it! Although the temptation to actually make love in the club is enticing, anywhere but a bed will do.

**Wicked Games by The Weeknd:**
Basically anything by the Weeknd will make your pants drop. As the title would suggest, this song is a bit wicked but it’s deep and powerful. The taboo-esque nature will provide you with the means to break free from the forbidden sex. Give it a listen and do it nice and slow.

**Fantasy by Ludacris:**
Get wild. Go crazy. Fulfill your most explicit dreams because nothing is off limits in this free-for-all. Ludacris holds back nothing here—and neither should you. Experiment, try something new or just be animals. Don’t be afraid to get a little weird.

**Don’t Be The Person Who...**

**Doesn’t wipe off the machine at the gym.**
**Posts a selfie everyday with an inspirational quote.**
**Celebrates monthly or weekly anniversaries.**
**Stares at themselves in the mirror at the gym.**
**Puts on makeup before going to the gym.**
**Talks like you’re texting.**
**Thinks they always have the right-of-way while riding a bike—this isn’t England!**
**Tries to take selfies while riding a skateboard or bike.**
**Wears shorts shorts in November.**
**Posts a picture of your food porn and complains about how fat you are.**
**Walks slowly to the door as someone’s holding it open for you.**
**Walks with friends in a horizontal line, taking up the entire sidewalk.**
**Yells fowl things from your car like a douche.**
**Takes up two parking spots.**